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TWO HOLY COMMODITIES: THE PRACTICES OF FICTIONAL  DISCOURSE  AND EROTIC  

DISCOURSE  (1985, 6,600.words) 

In two other places I have discussed at some length Marx's treatment of production and creation as well 

as the application of such a Marxian treatment -- particularly from his Grundrisse -- to culture or 

cognition.1/ I shall recall here some results of those discussions, and proceed then to rephrase and augment 

them by drawing a parallel between the 19th-century fundaments of a discourse about the 

commodification of literature or fiction and a simultaneous, and in many ways consubstantial, discourse 

about the commodification of love or erotics.  

 

1. Cognitive Discourse as Commodity: The Novum as Fashion  

 

Marx argues that the sensual or qualitative use-value of any product is, in circulation within capitalist 

society, largely transformed into -- and for the rest dominated and alienated by -- quantitative exchange-

value, which depends more on the conditions of exchange (market, money, etc.) than on its intrinsic 

properties:   

the exchange relation establishes itself as a power external to and independent of the producers…. 

The product becomes a commodity; the commodity becomes  exchange-value; the exchange value 

of the commodity is its  immanent money- property;  this, its money-property,  separates itself from 

it in the form of money, and achieves  a general social existence separated from all particular 

commodities and their natural mode of existence.... (G l46-47) 

Thus, production of commodities becomes crucially determined by circulation: capital is "direct unity...of 

production and circulation" (G 332). Since circulation is subsumed under accumulation of capital, and 

radically warped by the profit principle, a basic opposition arises between the product as  use-value and as 

object of such capitalist circulation.  

     As a result of this underlying state of affairs Marx's conclusion -- reached, as is well-known, after long 

and painstaking argumentation -- is that  "there is a limit, not inherent to production generally, but to  

production founded on capital" (G 4l5). This inherent limit, coinciding with the essence or nature of capital, 

is reducible to "exchange value as such, as limit of production; or exchange founded on value, or value 

founded on exchange, as limit of  production. This is...again the same as restriction of the production of use 

values by exchange value...." (G 4l5-l6) In other words, while capital tends to acknowledge no limits in  the 

heightening of the productive forces, it "also and equally makes onesided, limits etc. the main force of 

production, the  human being himself" (G 422). Capitalism thus, obversely, tends to restrict productive 

forces. It necessarily institutes a painfully insoluble and recurring contradiction at its centre. This double 

and contradictory perspective explains its necessity of increasingly substituting machines for workers in all 

walks of life -- of industrializing all aspects of life that can be brought within the cycle of consumption, 

including "culture." As Marx himself suggests (e.g. G 306 and 587), the contradiction between goods as 

sensual necessities and as bearers of profit-making circulation is clearest in artistic production (say in the 

production, consumption, and circulation of a book manuscript):   the product as "a specific quality, as a 
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specific thing, as a product of specific natural properties, as a substance of  need [is] in contradiction with 

its substance as [exchange-]=value" (G 406).   

In other terms, the transformation of products into money and commodity has two contradictory yet 

interlocking historical aspects.  Originally, it rendered large-scale production, and therefore mass 

consumption, possible; and Marx unambiguously admires all such achievements of capitalism, as opposed 

to any Romantic cries of back to Arcadia.  However, the ever increasing dominance of exchange over use-

value grows in developed capitalism both into a fundamental and unsurmountable barrier to further 

production as well as into an agency deforming all qualitative use-values into quantitative exchange-values. 

E.g.: deforming texts that explore the intrinsic possibilities of their thematic nuclei into texts tailored 

primarily toward selling well, regardless of all else. As a consequence one can apply also to the production 

of literature Marx's general observation:  

the product of labor likewise appear as capital -- no  longer as a simple product, nor as an 

exchangeable commodity, but as...alien property,...and establishes itself  oppo site living labor as 

an alien power....Living labor  therefore now appears...as mere penurious labor-capacity in  face 

of this reality alienated from it, belonging not to it  but to others.... (G 453-54)  

     Such complex and still fundamental insights are obviously confirmed by the experience of the both 

axiologically and empirically privileged -- because extreme and exemplary, i.e. typical -- domain of 

cognitive (e.g. esthetic and fictional) discourse. Marx proceeded from them into a rich sequence of theories 

which could provide  the much needed basis for adequate analysis of social  alienations in cultural 

production of cognition, including fictionality -- in science as well as music, plastic arts, literature, movies, 

comics or TV.  Its  value lies in its blend of scholarly sophistication and  fierce ethico-political value-

judgments, which brands  capitalist production as hostile to art and poetry, and yet  does not condone the 

artist-producer's cynically giving in to this hostility:  

A writer must naturally earn money in order to be able to live and write, but under no circumstances 

must he live and write in order to earn money....The writer in no wise considers his work as means.  

It is an end in itself; so little is it a means for him and for others that he sacrifices his existence to 

its existence, when necessary;  and like a religious preacher, in another sense, he applies the 

principle: "Obey God rather than men" to the men among whom he is himself confined with his 

human needs and desires.2/  

     Admittedly, such horizons of "needs and desires" and their societal alienations receive only a 

stimulating first sketch in Marx, culminating in the theory of commodity fetishism in Capital.  Subsequent 

official socialist thinkers -- both Social-Democratic and Leninist -- have on the whole shied away from 

them.  The fate of Lukács's early (and, alas, sole philosophically significant even where flawed) 

development of such notions in History and Class Consciousness, which he was forced to recant, has led 

to their being developed by Marxist "guerillas," on the margins of political orthodoxy, with all the 

strengths and weaknesses arising from this position. Up to the 1970s they were mainly Germans -- Adorno, 

Benjamin, Bloch, Brecht, Enzensberger, Holz, Marcuse, Sohn-Rethel, Winkler; but also Bakhtin (under 

his own name and the pseudonym of Medvedev), Sartre, Rossi-Landi, and Williams.  

     I wish to attempt here a summary and perhaps even a development of what I take to be the most 

significant expansion of these horizons: Walter Benjamin's hypothesis that there exists a homology or 
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correspondence between commodity production in general and central features of modern literature -- 

because, and insofar as, it is produced and consumed as a commodity. Both are forms of social relations;  

both -- most importantly for the matter at hand -- depend on novelty or newness. It is, however, a 

paradoxical and deeply contradictory novelty because commodity has, as noted above, two types of value:  

its intrinsic sensual qualities issue in the use-value, while production for the market issues in quantitative 

exchange-value.  Building on arguments in Marx that the devaluation of the sensual world of things 

alienates the producers/consumers, Benjamin turns his attention to the fact that people's experiences are 

daily, inexorably molded by a network of inescapable rules based on exchange-value, by the type of 

societal relations signified in the price of commodities and of labor-power. In commodity production, the 

product's newness is at the same time necessarily subordinated to the permanent principle of and 

commitment to circulation as such rather than to what is circulating (a Ford '85 is a private car, etc., just 

as a Ford '84) -- to an "infinite repetition" (das Immerwiedergleiche -- B l/2:660, 673, and 680). From 

the l9th-century rise of commodity mass-reproduction and circulation on, the apparently new is 

intrinsically also the permanently same:  "Novelty is a quality which does not depend on the use-value of 

the commodity....[The] illusion of novelty is reflected, like one mirror in another, in the illusion of infinite 

sameness."3/ In Goethe's terms, "the strange" is substituted for "the significant" (cited in B I/l: l52). 

     This type of approach is not applicable to literature only. If at all valid, it necessarily applies to the 

whole anthropology of production and creation within capitalism. It can therefore also subsume the 

striking insights from the first great work of philosophical historiography on the politics and psychology 

of a fully bourgeois or democratic society -- Tocqueville's Democracy in America. Tocqueville noted how 

bourgeois society is based on a perpetual fostering of people's desires for possessions.  These desires are 

greater and more widespread, but more often disappointed, than in earlier, less materially ambitious 

societies. Most citizens desire prompt and easy consummation, which means that they would rather satisfy 

their goals incompletely but immediately than not at all.  As distinct from feudal times, enrichment is now 

based on selling cheaply to all rather than dearly to a few.  The general rule of workmanship for 

commodities is therefore "to manufacture a larger quantity of goods, nearly similar, but of less value."  

However, this is necessarily accompanied by efforts to give such mass-produced commodities an 

appearance of possessing the "attractive qualities" they do not possess: the particular "democratic" variant 

of hypocrisy is -- to adapt Tocqueville -- the "hypocrisy of quality" (T 50-55).  

     My conclusion from such first orientations is that in any discourse adjusted to the exchange-value and 

the market, novelty grows recurrent in both senses of this word:  it becomes necessarily frequent, a 

conscious goal of discursive production, but also necessarily divorced from a radical -- i.e., a consistent -

- novum.  Instead of cumulative cognition, the pursuit of inner cognitive truth (determined both by the 

inner discursive, e.g. narrative, logic and by its referential richness), what Baudelaire called "the venal 

muse" is wedded to quantic shocks of seasonal fashion:  "Fashion is the eternal return of the new" (B 

I/2:677).  Or: "The fashions of meaning changed almost as fast as the price of commodities. In fact, the 

meaning of commodity is called `price': it has no other meaning, as commodity."4/ Poe put it in this way: 

"[The ancient Amriccans worshipped] two idols that went by the name of Wealth and Fashion" ("Mellonta 

Tauta"). What will in our days come to be called the "culture industry" or "consciousness industry" 

concerns itself mainly with the maximal diffusion of the texts' mechanical reproductions.  To that end, it 

needs quickly revolving, paradoxically transitory novelties that catch the eye but do not threaten the 

framework of revolving, the politico-economic presuppositions of market circulation. Change for its own 

sake grows into an article of ideological faith; but this is a quantitative, ephemeral, quickly appearing and 

disappearing (i.e., circulating) change which denies and even preempts any radically deep or central -- 

and therefore relatively stable -- novum.  
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     Thus, the possibility of inner-directed otherness, what might be called the "it ain't necessarily so" 

principle is systematically counteracted and reified. Among other matters, this means that the intrinsically 

utopian, liberating aspects of any cognitive discourse (e.g. of a significant work of art) -- its fullness of 

meaning, its necessary and sufficient structuring of parts into a whole without power-hierarchies, its denial 

that what exists in the writer's here and now is the sole possibility, its uniqueness, its historical depth and 

vitality -- are attacked at their very root.  The inalienable utopianism of cognition (e.g. of fiction) will 

increasingly be inscribed into it as concave into convex -- i.e., inscribed by the even formally noticeable, 

narratively illogical absence of the utopian aspects or spread of dystopia: either a noble death or misery.5/   

 

2. Press and Sex: A Homology  

Exemplary for and institutionally central to this whole process is in verbal discourse the rise of that 

specifically bourgeois and capitalist addition to it -- the press. (Today, we would have to add the 

electr[on]ic media: radio, movies, TV, video-cassettes.)  The mass-circulation newspapers were 

financially based on the innovation of carrying advertisements, the key to low price and a large readership.  

In them, the "brief and abrupt information began to compete with the staid report," leading to the day-by-

day changing look of the journal (B I/2:528-29).  Since the ads are to be read by the largest possible 

number of people, the newspaper must adopt two not quite compatible strategies. First, it must cover as 

many leading fields of interest as possible: "it is to become everyman's private library and encyclopaedia"6/ 

-- or at least a substitute for informations and attitudes that used to be drawn from the libraries of the 

privileged and the literate as well as for the folk knowledge and ethos that used to be taken from oral 

discourse and communal tradition. Second, this encyclopaedia must conciliate conservatism turned 

toward the readers' common denominator with up-to-dateness about the latest fashions of circulation. 

Therefore, "a `hook' or bait became necessary which was addressed to all regardless of their private 

opinion, and whose value lay in its putting curiosity in place of politics" (Nettement, cited in B I/2:53l). 

Thus was born the serialized novel in the feuilleton (later replaced by the sports and comics pages), and 

that is why astronomical prices began to be paid for such roman-feuilletons to Dumas pre or Sue. As a 

result, both by formal example and by direct institutional (financial) ordering, the newspaper came to 

occupy the power position of the trend-setting literary commodity, the one that shapes the structure of 

feeling for all other written discourse. To isolate here only the formal example, "The principles of 

journalistic information [are] novelty, brevity, intelligibility, and, above all, lack of coherence 

[Zusammenhangslosigkeit -- non-consistency, disjointedness] between the individual news-items..."(B 

I/2:6l0).  Welcoming "the journalism of the age," Edgar Allan Poe saw in it "a sign of the times -- an 

indication of an era in which men are forced upon the curt, the condensed, the well-digested...." In 

somewhat different but complementary (less commercial and more conceptually ideological) ways, what 

applied first of all to mass dailies applied also to the growing importance  of the prestigious new 

periodicals. Poe expressly noted also that they, especially the faster monthlies, were in keeping "with the 

rush of the age. We now demand the light artillery of the intellect; we need the curt, the condensed, the 

pointed, the readily diffused -- in place of the verbose, the detailed, the voluminous, the inaccessible...." 
7/  

     Benjamin held that the production of commodities is  in capitalism homologous to fashion because of 

the latter's abstractness and self-referentiality, because of its monomaniac reproduction of itself in 

variations that amount to an infinite repetition and that are equally indifferent toward use-value. However, 

it might be necessary to update Benjamin: the fashion which (as different from pre-capitalist times) can 
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be defined as "the exclusive domination which some product enjoys on the market-place for a certain 

period of time,"8/ is not so much homologous to as subsumed by commodity circulation. A true homology 

seems instead to exist in the quite curious and, I hope, illuminating parallels between the formal model of 

the press and the restructuring of erotics contemporary to it. I shall not enter here into the organizational 

regrouping of prostitution passing (in different countries with different speed) from "the oldest profession" 

as craft or at best cottage-industry to more centralized "red-light districts" and industrialized forms which 

were to culminate in the "large series" or conveyor-belt practices in keeping "with the rush of the age," 

perhaps best shown in Brecht's Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny.  No doubt, in erotics too exchange-

value grows dominant, with increased circulation at lower prices becoming the central profit-source in 

comparison to top courtezans. However, I shall limit myself to a formal or generalized anthropological 

setting up of discursive and semiotic parallels.  

     For, the increased rate of circulation leads also  to two other, correlative but analytically distinguishable 

aspects. First, to an alienation, perversion, and diminution of use-value erotics into sentimental -- either 

vacuous or platonic -- "pure love" and sensation-oriented "prostitution." Both horns of this dilemma are 

characterized by the divorce of sex from sentiment, both are dominated by exchange-value -- the latter 

openly, the former covertly. The classic fictional account of the covert exchange of love for possessions 

is perhaps Lear's abdication scene, and of the split as such Flaubert's Education sentimentale: both are 

most painful texts. Second, such isolatable sex is readily, so to speak, deterritorialized away from both 

marriage and other non-financial or use-value erotic relationships. The "brief and abrupt" sexual 

encounters, which "began to compete" with the lasting liaison are homologous to the model of new 

journalism. They have their final, psychological and not only economical, horizon in the "curt, condensed, 

well-digested,...pointed" male encounters with prostitutes. Not with one (as it were) favourite and constant 

prostitute: this would lack Benjamin's "novelty, brevity, intelligibility, and, above all, discontinuity." The 

male-dominated societal discourse begins polarizing women between mothers (whose progenitive 

function is in traditional patriarchally religious fashion split from sexual love) and whores (whose sexual 

activity is split from both sentiment and progeny). It is unnecessary to attempt a list of female narrative 

agents of the 19th-century fictional discourse or indeed art in general, since it will be readily conceded 

that their overwhelming majority divides into the three types of mother, sentimental beloved, and 

prostitute. One only has to add asexual types such as the child-virgin and the crone, the highly significant 

fossile or recessive remnant of the unsatisfied, frustrated woman whose basic variants are the spinster and 

the romantic (mme Bovary), as well as the mythologized bourgeois types of passive "angel" and 

aggressive "demon" (from Scott on usually the blond vs. the blackhaired woman). I would propose that 

all other female agents are a contamination of these half a dozen types. The ideal bourgeois woman is, 

logically, a paradoxical combination of caring mother, romantic (psychically virginal) angel-lover, and 

aggressive sexual athlete (not to say prostitute). The opus of Balzac would probably show most of my 

postulated type-combinations.9/ For the moment I want to note how homologous this is to the newspaper's 

function of conciliating a conservatism appealing to the common denominator of the consumers (the same 

ones who were also consumers of sex and literature about erotics) with being up to the latest fashions of 

erotic novelty: the fake novum of up-to-dateness consists of recycling with minor changes the same old 

half-a-dozen types.  

     Since both are subsumed under commodity circulation, the marketing of erotic signs and bodies and 

the conditions of discursive production are also homologous. A writer-entrepreneur like Dumas père  kept 

a whole slew of poor hacks to work for him (perhaps in his cellar): he behaved like an industrialist who 

supplies raw materials turned into finished commodities by hired "hands" (here pens or brains).  The 

reigning, extremely productive dramatist, Scribe, had not only a number of acknowledged co-authors but 
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also a number of "niggers" (wage slaves) who wrote dialogues for the plays he plotted. If the co-authors 

were something like wives or at least official concubines, the piecework hired pens were homologous to 

piecework hiring of sex. A parallel to such amalgamation of wage-slavery and true slaveowning is in 

erotics the fascinated interest of male audiences in harem-fantasies (e.g. in painting) of often quite reified 

sexual possessions, perhaps culminating in our time in the ironic scene of little Guido in Fellini's 8 1/2. It 

is not that precapitalist (say feudal) patriarchs such as Barbe-bleue or Henry 8 did not "consume" many 

women: but at any particular point, their cruelty dealt with one woman, it was "quality-oriented" rather 

than, as in Sade, quantity-oriented.  It was only with the rise of the great mercantile cities -- the London 

described by Dekker, Jonson, or Defoe, the Paris of Restif, the Soochow of Jin Ping Mei (Golden Lotus) 

-- that acquisitive quantification significantly inflected erotics. And I believe it was only toward the middle 

of the l9th century that such economic relationships took their place at the psychological center of both 

literature and erotics, inducing the coexistence of two simultaneous but increasingly incompatible societal 

evaluations for each. There is the "good" literature and/or love, supposedly of lasting or even eternal value; 

and then there is the "bestselling" one (supposedly revealing the underlying tastes of the day).  This meant 

collapsing into the domain of one single social market and "taste," which was in the process of being 

homogenized largely from above, the former clearly different circuits of discourse and evaluation borne 

by the various societal classes. E.g., nobody in the Middle Ages would have either denied or seen a 

problem in the evident fact that peasants and courtiers have different criteria for their very different 

narratives, songs, etc. The homology to erotics is again striking: only in developed capitalism, the same 

male bourgeois would as a rule have circulated between wife, amante attitrée, and prostitutes with equal 

ease and more or less indifferently. The medieval peasants would have had to stick to Spring matings in 

the fields and/or wives, and the feudals to open courtois adulteries. Their erotic domains were kept in a 

true apartheid: only bourgeois fantasy, e.g. Hugo's Ruy Blas, brought them together.  

     It is, thus, only in developed capitalism that relations of economic circulation began to attain 

hegemony, and added the overwhelmingly intense pressure of direct financial carrot-and-stick to the 

extensive, diffuse exemplarity of new life-styles. It is then that writers divided not only along economic 

but also along ideological lines, in American terms into the "lowbrow" and the "highbrow," at roughly the 

same time that the women (were) divided into the consumable and the untouchable, the "dishonest" and 

the "honest." For those integrated into the consumption, literary as well as sexual production develops 

into an industry or trade. On the contrary, many among the most significant writers retreated into a 

profound hatred of the bourgeoisie:  Baudelaire began referring to literature as "column-fodder" and to 

writers as prostitutes. We can only speculate what the millions of mute, inglorious women felt; in the 

opinion of the most sympathetic writers (Balzac, Stendhal, Flaubert, Chekhov, etc.) they seem to have 

had a similar hatred from the opposite side of the asymmetric social divide. Tocqueville formulated this 

with urbane lapidarity for literature, but mutatis mutandis one can readily apply the following also to 

erotics: "Democratic literatures are always infested by those writers who look upon letters as a mere trade 

and, for some few great authors you may see there, you may count thousands of idea sellers" (T 64).  

Baudelaire's very similar line, "Moi qui vends ma pensée et qui veux être auteur" ("I, who sell my 

thought and who want to be an author"), palpably modulates from the theological connotations of "author" 

to the dominant market or indeed meretricious connotations; this process is shown in syntactic and 

syntagmatic reverse -- the overwhelming empirical present precluding the supreme value and heart's desire 

-- to produce the peculiar black, "damned" or dystopian effect alluded to earlier.   

  In sum, the mutually inducing and cumulative effect of such a press style and press power amounted 

to the introduction of bourgeois and capitalist industrial revolution into literary discourse and the 

institution as such: "the whole output of literature changes its character."10/ The same bourgeois 
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quantification and capitalist commodification is to be felt, with all due differences, in erotics. However, I 

do not wish to end without saying that, as against monotheistic cries for purity and the hypocrisy of 

gentlemanly monogamy, this irruption of epic crudity was potentially -- and in some ways even actually 

-- liberating. What was wrong about it (just as with press-style literature) was not the enlarging and 

democratization of sexual choice or erotic polymorphism but the containment and preemption of radical 

and lasting novelty in human relationships by fake and transitory novelty (in literature first analyzed  

propos a "prostitute with the heart of gold" in Marx's critique of Sue).  

     Fashion as "the exclusive domination which some product enjoys on the market-place" is prominent 

in commodified erotics too. In the usually dominant bourgeois prudery this is disguised under the visual 

signifier of looks (clothes, makeup, etc.), standing for the signified of sexual accessibility. The male-

dominated bourgeois society develops circulation primarily in the domain of female looks. Fashions are 

as a rule structured around fairly primitive oppositions, such as Twiggy vs. Earth Mother, sexual athlete 

vs. virginal soul, to which in this more permissive century the new source of circulation "disguised vs. 

undisguised" has been added. They are not based on but at best superadded to, and at worst substituted 

for, the pertinent qualities of psychophysical erotics, friendliness, economic support, etc. (erotics has been 

so alienated for so long that this "etc." is in my case also a confession of bafflement). Another aspect of 

the subsumption of fashion under commodities is the reifying denial of personality, especially associated 

with masses and large cities:  in proportion to its novelty, a dress (for example) dominates fashionable 

people to the point of making an assembly of them appear (strangely enough) dressed in uniforms -- not 

in unique but in unified forms, as Zamiatin was to punningly remark of the frozen fashion in We. The 

lemming-like sexual behavior and depersonalization of sentimental codes by the waves that some of us 

can remember in the last, say, 30 years may not need further arguing. A privileged place is here taken by 

institutions and products at the meeting-point of press (or better, mechanical multiplication of texts), 

fashion, socialization of erotics, and nakedly unabashed profit-lust: the "women's press," Hollywood-style 

sentimental movies, TV soap-operas. Circulation über alles: heu quantum mutata from the great type 

of amorosa (quite realistically, usually coming to a bad end) -- Héloïse or Li Ching-zhao, Juliet or Helen, 

Yang Kuei-fei or Dido!  

     Finally, fashion must necessarily be exasperated into sensationalism -- a series of greater and greater 

"effects" or shocks. In another momentous paradox, very significant for a general sense of history or time, 

progress becomes indissoluble from catastrophe: "For men as they are today, there exists only one radical 

novelty -- one that is always the same: death" (B I/2:668).  To take an example from the leading and 

sensitive seismic apparatus of German individualist music, in the century dominated by Schopenhauer's 

theories and Wagner's practice centering around the Liebestod and right down to Richard Strauss, the 

greatest human value -- in the Romantic system, the erotic relationship and couple -- can be affirmed only 

in the final anti-utopia of death. Senta and the Flying Dutchman, or Tristan and Isolde, haunt not only 

music but also the whole 19th-century poetic or significant drama. Half of it, the death of the beautiful 

and beloved girl, was indeed put into place by Romantic poetry -- Poe already theorized it as the supreme 

poetic effect. The full constellation reappears down to Ibsen's Rebecca and Rosmer or Chekhov's less 

melodramatic sisters, all three left with carefully juxtaposed variants of psychic solitude (spinsterdom, 

loveless marriage, killing of male partner). Tocqueville had perspicaciously noted that in citizens of 

democratic societies ignorance results from too much information: "The chief features of each picture are 

lost to them in a bewilderment of details" (T 233-34). This is most intimately and inalienably connected 

with the very nature of information in capitalism. An information which would be both universally 

accessible and durably valid (say, the existence of any firm and durable value -- e.g., love) would have 

the greatest use-value (say, a directive how to live) but no exchange-value at all. On the contrary, 
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tomorrow's race winner, stock-market quotation or accessibility of a rich heiress (e.g. in James's 

Washington Square), valid only for a short duration, has the greatest possible exchange-value or 

profitability but no use-value at all. It is only by rapid obsolescence that information (contradicting its 

original and intrinsic purpose)  can become a quantified, marketable commodity; investors are interested 

only in this rapidly obsolescent information.11/ In Tocqueville's terms, democratic equality produces 

equally strong tendencies toward thinking new thoughts and toward ceasing to think; it makes for a 

curiosity that is "at once insatiable and cheaply satisfied," eager "to know many things quickly rather than 

to know anything well" (T 12 and 334). Temporally, use-value is durable and tends to the absolute, 

exchange-value is a series of points and tends to the insatiable instant satisfaction. All durable or 

significant cognition and indeed experience (art, science, love) is in that sense intrinsically non-capitalist, 

if not anti-capitalist. The only reconciliation between duration and the supreme instant, love and 

consumerism, is the ultimate consummation of death -- the most intimately felt model of the Liebestod.  

 

3. Cognition and Prostitution: Holy Commodity  

Another key homology to fiction as commodity -- and in fact the model attitude for the new type of 

experience not immersed into use-value continuities (Erfahrungen) but composed of point-like 

occurrences (Erlebnisse) based on empathizing into or feeling with the exchange-value or money-price 

of the sensually devalued things -- is in Benjamin's view gambling.  It is an activity that also begins each 

time anew, from zero, yet remains a permanent variation of the same (both on the gaming table and on 

the stock market). Financial speculation is most intimately connected with the changes in the general sense 

of time and death: one of the most revealing insights into the bourgeois structure of feeling is Benjamin 

Franklin's "time is money." Obversely, time is also death: Benjamin finds in Baudelaire's exemplary poetic 

system that the opponent who always wins in life's gamble is the demonic seconds-hand on the clock.  

Time the Grim Reaper is now using the new quantifying, measuring precision instruments. In Balzac's 

equally exemplary narrative system, money is the peau de chagrin which measures both life and death. 

The symmetrical obverse to sensually devalued things are sentimentally devalued bodies in erotics. 

Prostitute sex is both temporally quantified into money and a permanent mechanical variation of the same, 

das Immerwiedergleiche; obversely, sentimental investments are each time an anxious gamble, most 

vulnerable to time and money.  

     Fashion, gambling, quick turnover of money and commodities, time-anxiety, literature infiltrated by 

press disjointedness, and finally the practices of both written discourse and erotics as commodities 

submitting to all their laws -- all of these have a psychic common denominator in the new type of human 

experience.  It is a customer experience of repeated shocks wedded to a sense of excitement.  Tocqueville 

expatiated on how, in consequence of the all-pervasive domination of money (the universal equivalent of 

commodities) and the pursuit of riches, all passions are channelled toward the same goal, giving them a 

"family likeness" and making people's lives -- in a further paradox -- simultaneously much more agitated 

and much more monotonous: "[As] the same successes and the same failures are continually recurring, 

the name of the actors only is changed, the play is the same" (T 238-39).  In this situation, only 

permanently renewed excitement guarantees the restless consumers' interest.  "[Sue's] first, and in fact his 

sole object, is to make an exciting, and therefore saleable book," remarked Poe acutely (because 

enviously) of the supposedly radical Mysteries of Paris, the first and immensely influential example of 

the newspaper novel or column-fodder.12/ The art "of the present-day bourgeoisie is economically 

determined by profit, sociologically...above all as an instrument of sensation" (B II/2:764).  Therefore, in 
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the final analysis, the fashionable and fashion-like type of fictional novelty is oriented "rather [toward] its 

themes' saleability than [toward] their cognition" (B II/l: 383). Selling an "organic" and most intimate 

product or pars pro toto of one's own psychophysiological self by inducing in the customer a sense of 

climaxing excitement found a ready metaphor or indeed allegorical emblem in whoring. If erotics is a 

cognitive practice, then -- as we remember from the end of section 1 -- its possibility of inner-directed 

otherness too is systematically counteracted and reified. Its intrinsically utopian, liberating aspects -- 

fullness of meaning, necessary and sufficient structuring of parts into a whole without power-hierarchies, 

its denial that what exists in the lover's here and now is the sole possibility, its uniqueness, its passional 

depth and vitality -- are attacked at their very root.  The inalienable utopianism of love too will 

increasingly be inscribed into it by the passionately intolerable absence of the utopian aspects or spread 

of dystopia: romantically, a noble death, realistically, protracted misery, Thoreau's widespread "lives of 

quiet desperation." In a uniquely intricate union of signifier and signified, prostitutes became a favorite 

analog of journalist-littérateurs in self-critical fictional discourse at the latest since Balzac's Lost 

Illusions. From then and down to Ulysses' "give us this day our daily press" or to Brecht, the most 

significant fiction became -- as Aristotle had suggested it could -- once again a fully cognitive organon. 

     In literature, use-value is significant esthetic cognition, while exchange-value is to be understood as 

the narrative domination of infinitely recurring superficial strangenesses. In erotics, use-value is more 

difficult to formulate, but it seems to me best approached in the Hellenic and Renaissance terms of an 

education of feelings and senses -- also a cognitive, tho' not necessarily conceptualized, pursuit. No doubt, 

exchange-value is the domination of infinitely recurring etiolated sentimentalities and/or epidermic 

contacts; in both cases, there is a "hypocrisy of quality": like Coca Cola, exchange-value pretends to be 

the real thing. The practice of fully developed commodity economies is not only indifferent toward a 

cognition of overall relationships between people, poetic or erotic, it grows increasingly inimical to such 

understanding. In Benjamin's splendid pun, bourgeois practices "shackle the production of intelligence" 

or "shackle the productive capacity of the intelligentsia" (B II/2: 693, die Produktion der Intelligenz in 

Fesseln legen); one can substitute erotic(s) for both intelligence and productive/-tion. If confirmation is 

necessary as far as production of cognition is concerned, compare the present copyright laws on technical 

multiplication, such as photocopying or computer link-ups, as an obverse of the increasingly totalized 

dispossession of authors from the distribution process in favor of big monopolies and commercial 

bureaucracies. (A further comparison with both an economic scarcity of the means for and the political 

ban on private use of technical multiplication in the pseudo-socialist countries of the Warsaw Pact could 

show without great difficulty the absurdity of a bureaucracy not even based on fast circulation but on a 

stasis that must become overtly repressive. Clearly, capitalism cannot be abandoned without re-using its 

truly productive and democratic, Jeffersonian or Saint-Justian, original aspects, purged of the corruption 

of profit and exchange-value. The same would hold for the production of erotics, stymied by ideology 

more than material circumstances in the North Atlantic Pact countries, by material circumstances and 

general atmosphere more than ideology in Warsaw Pact countries. However, this demands separate 

treatment.)  

GALILEO: ...You like fish? I have fish. What stinks is not my fish, it's me. I'm selling out, you're 

the buyer. Oh, irresistible sight of a book, that hallowed commodity. The mouth waters, the curses 

are drowned. The great Babylonian whore, the murderous beast, the scarlet woman, opens her 

thighs, and everything is different!  

This is a passage from The Life of Galileo, a play polarized between the seductivity of two absolute 

founding texts -- the Bible and the Discorsi -- and two manners of knowing/seeing as well as between 
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earthly and spiritual food. True, its theme is a specific mode of cognition -- natural science; the book 

manuscript being handed over is supposedly the foundation of modern quantified physics. Yet Brecht quite 

properly recognized no fundamental cleavage between the pragmatic "circulating" situation of scientific 

and artistic discourse under capitalism. Here we thus see brought together the main topoi of his friend 

Benjamin: the significant book, the market relationship, appetite, prostitution, as well as the vehement 

Biblical imagery suitable to a matter of salvation or perdition, to an authorial stance recalling the last quote 

from Marx in section 1. This allowed Brecht to form the acutely oxymoronic term of "sanctified 

commodity" (geheiligte Ware). With its help, we can proceed toward a conclusion that the traditionally 

sacred (Benjamin would say "auratic") artistic-cum-scientific process of cognizing and explaining people's 

relationships to each other and the universe is now dominated by  commodification. The logic of capitalist 

mass-production leads from the Sacred Book to the Bestselling Obsolescences. The same holds for the 

traditional aura of erotics, restructuring people's feelings toward each other (and I suspect to the universe). 

In this sea-change from one-sided and static certainties to the whirligig of circulation there is also a potential 

for genuine exhilaration. Yet in its present form, our lives  at the center of this logical model are still left 

with the double bind, stuck in the cleft stick, of the unhappy aporia incarnated in those two  holy 

commodities -- eros and agapé; the emotionally integral love-relation and the cognitively significant book 

(or: essay?).  

 

 NOTES 

 

1/ My essays referred to at the beginning are "Transubstantiation of Production and Creation," The 

Minnesota R n.s. no. 18 (Spring 1982) :102-15, and "The Cognitive Commodity.” Mosaic 19.2 (1986):  85-

99. The main texts will be cited in the body of the essay as follows (Benjamin in my translation): 

G = Karl Marx, Grundrisse (New York: Vintage, l973).  

B = Walter Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriften I/1-IV/2 (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, l980).  

T = Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Vol.2 (New York & London: Colonial Press, 

l900). 

I have built at some length on Ernst Bloch's fundamental organon of the "novum" as concerns one particular 

genre of both "high" and mass fiction in chap. 4 of Metamorphoses of Science Fiction (New Haven, 1979) 

and Part II of Victorian Science Fiction in the UK: The Discourse of Knowledge and of Power (Boston, 

1983). Other debts, too large for listing, can be inferred from the beginning of part 2 and the notes. I owe 

to Don Theall the reference to Joyce, to Marc Angenot many leads into discourse theory, to Bina Freiwald 

a reminder about transcendental narrative females, and to Franco Moretti and Sandro Portelli 

encouragements to focus on Benjamin. 

2/ Quoted from Marx's article Wages in Mikhail Lifshitz, The Philosophy of Art of Karl Marx (New 

York, l977), the best comment on this subject, which should be read together with Istvan Meszaros, Marx's 

Theory of Alienation (London, l970), Adolfo Sánchez Vázquez, Art and Society (New York, l973), and Ian 

Birchall, "The Total Marx and the Marxist Theory of Literature," in Paul Walton and Stuart Hall eds., 

Situating Marx (London, l972). See for a longer discussion of two meanings of production (as creation and 

as alienation) and of Marx's metamorphic imagery in the Grundrisse my "Transubstantiation." 
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3/ See by Benjamin in English also Charles Baudelaire (London, l973), which includes fragments not 

yet published in the German edition of note l -- this one on p. l72.  Cf. about this hypothesis also Alfred 

Sohn-Rethel, Warenform und Denkform (Frankfurt, l971), Fredric Jameson, Marxism and Form (Princeton, 

l97l), and some caveats in Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford, l977). 

 4/ Benjamin, cited by Rolf Tiedemann in his "Nachwort" to Benjamin's Charles Baudelaire 

(Frankfurt, l974), 204; see also Sánchez Vázquez and H.H. Holz, Vom Kunstwerk zur Ware (Neuwied, 

l972). 

5/ See Christian Enzensberger, Literatur und Interesse (München, l977), I:ll7-37, who follows some 

leads by Marcuse and -- I suspect  -- by Benjamin; and Ernst Bloch, Das Prinzip Hoffnung (Frankfurt, 

l959), commented upon by Jameson, Marxism.... For the parallel between commodity production and 

fashion, Benjamin is obviously updating Georg Simmel, "Die Mode," in his Philosophische Kultur 

(Leipzig, l9l9), 25-57; cf. in particular 28-30, 33, 36-39, and 5l-2. 

6/ Arnold Hauser, The Social History of Art, Vol. 4 (New York, s.a.), l6. 

7/ The Works of Edgar Allan Poe in 8 Volumes (Philadelphia, l906), 6:218 and 98-99.  

8/ H.G. Schauer, cited by Jan Mukařovský, Aesthetic Function, Norm and Value as Social Facts (Ann 

Arbor, 197), 41, who also refers to Werner Sombart's study of the economic aspect of fashions Wirtschaft 

und Mode. 

9/ I have contributed some spadework to the analysis of female roles in 19th-century science-fiction 

texts, in particular Bulwer's Coming Race, in my Victorian Science Fiction (see note 1).  

10/ Jules Champfleury, Souvenirs et portraits (Paris, l872), 77, cited in Hauser, 15.  

11/ Cf. G. Ciccotti et al., L'Aragnée et le tisserand (Paris, l979), ll2-l4.  

12/ Poe 6:145.  

 


